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The re~ation between.the elevator hinge-moment parame-
ters and the cont~ol forces Pom changes in forward speed
and In maneuvers is shown for several values of static
stabillty and elevator mass balance.
The stability of the short-period oscillations is
shown as a series of boundaries giving the limits of the
stable region ih terms of the elevator hinge-moment param-
eters The effects Of static stability, elevator moment
of Inertia, elevator mass unbalance, and alrpla.nedens”ity
are also considered. Dynqmic ins.tabilitfis likely to
occur If there“1smass unbalance of the elevator control
system cokbined with a small restoring tendency”(high
aerodynamic balance). This Instability can be prevbnted
by a rearrangement of the unbalancing weights which, how-
ever, involves .anincrease of the amount of weight neces-
sary. It can also be prevented by me addition of
vlscou~ friction to.the elevator control system pro.vtdbd
thd .al.rplan$center of gravftyis not behind a certain
critical position. .
. . . .-
.
~or.”h@h”,valuesof.thd densiky parame,terJwhich oorre-.
spend to htgh altltudes.of flight,.the addition of moderate .
smouqts of VISGOUS friction niaybe destabilizing even when
the airplane 1s -sta”ticallystable. J. M this case, .in-
cre.aslhgthe ‘VISCOUSfri6tion makes the o.sclllationstable
agatn. The condition In which viscous. friction oauses
d~amie. Iqqtabllity of’,astatically stable airplane is
limited to ‘adefinite fi~ngeof’~hge-moment parameters.
Zt 1s shown t.hat,whenVIECOUS friction causes Increasing
oscillations, solld ‘frictionwill mroduce steady oscilla-
tions hdwl.*-
frlctlon.
1
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an amplitude prdp”ortionalto the ~ount of
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INT’RODUCTIOTl ~
.!lM effects of aerodynamic balance and.mass unbalance
of the elevator on the dynamic stability of the airplane
are discussed In a previous report on control-free sta-
bility (reference 1). It was found theoretically.in ref-
erence 1 and verified In flight (reference 2) that, If the .
elevator 1s too closely balanced aerodynamically and has
a sufficient amount of mass unbalance (whl~h tends to de-
press the elevator), Increasing oscillations of short
period may occur. Other flight tests (reference 3)
showed, however, that mass unbalance of the elevator con-
trol system improves the static stability of an airplane,
that is, increases the slope of the curve of stick force
against speed”ln level flight and of the curve of sttckfaroe
against normal acceleration in maneuvers. .Subsequent
work (reference 4.)has indicated that a control surface
with positive floating tsndency (tendency to float against
the relative wind), when used as u rudder, is effective
In Improving control-free statio stability. A theoreti-
cal analysts (reference 5) showed that a rudder having a
positive floatlng ratio may, under the influence of solid
friction in the control system, build up steady oscilla-
tions of the airplane and rudder. These steady oscilla-
tions have been observed in flight-tests (reference 6).
These results suggested an investigation of the behavior
of an airplane equipped with an elevator having a positive
floatlng tendency. This t;~e of.elevator was not con-
sidered in any of the nretioua investigations.
..
The purpose of the present report is to make a
theoretical analysis of the control-free.longlt~inal
stability of an airplane, which takes account of tills
ctirent trend toward a positive floating tendency In
control-surface design and covers, in general, a much wider
range of parameters than.the investigation of reference 1.
These parameters include,for the elevator control system}
restoring tendency floating tendenc~, mass unbalanoe
(bobweight control\, moment of inertia, and VISCOUS and
solid frlc~lon.and,for the airplane,density and center-of-
gravity position.
The method of analysis of dynamic stability Is based
on the classical theory of .Bryanand Balrstow extended to
include mov6ments of the controls and their couplings
with the airplane motions. Friction Is treated in the
same way as in the approximate method of reference 5, in
which solid frlctlon Is replaoed by an equivalent viscous
friction.
3Before the analysls of “dynamicstability Is presented,
some dlsoussion Is given of the effect of the various
parameters on the elevator f’oroesfor trim and.’foraooel-”
eratton - characteristlos considered important to fl~ng
quallttes. The 8tablllty of the-short-period oscilla-
tlons,-with and without friction in the control system,
Is then considered. The effects of weights -addedto the
system to modify the static and dynamic stability are dis-
cussed- The trends to be”expected a,reillustrated by a
series of calculations and charts based on a typical air-
plane. The stability of the long-period (phugoid)
osolllati.onsla not disoussed because of its relatlve un-
importance.
SYMBOLS ~
Aw wing aspect ratio
At tail aspeot ratio
A,B,C,E,F coefficients in stability equation “
b wing span
Ch
~ (ip:sn?)-elevator hinge-moment coefficient
~ 4P::+?)frictional’hinge-moment coefficient
Cho applied hinge-monent coefficient .
CL airplane lift coefficient
()
Lift
w
CM lift coefficient of tail . .
cm pitching-moment coeff’lolentabout airplane
center of gravity
o wing ohord
Ce elevator chord
D differential operator .(d/ds) “.
,
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F~ stick foroe ,.
“()
dFa
Fn “ stiok-foroe gradient In maneuvers T
Fu
()
dF5
stick-force gradient for level flight
m“
6 acceleration of gravity
H hinge moment; positive when tends to depress trailing
edge
. . .
He mass moment of elevator about Its hinge; positive
‘whentallheavy
Hs mass moment of control stick about lts pivot;
posltlve when stick tends to move forward
Hf frictional hh.ge moment
Ho = He + rH~
:11= rhs + he
he = @e/PSe cec
hs = 4H~/PSecec
Ie “moment of Inertia of elevator about its hinge
Is moment of’inertia of control stick.about its pivot
il = ie - ris
12 = ie + r2i.~
ie = 81e/pSecec2
la = 816/psecec2
ky radius o?’gyration of airplane about Y-axis
‘Y = 2ky/c
~ distance between airplane center of gravity and
elevator hinge
Zh = 2L~c ~ .
Is length of control stick “ “
I
. .
—. . .
I
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5
M pltchlng moment about airplane center of.gratity
P mass of qlrplane
o FT@ number of cycles required for oscillation to damp
2
to half amplltude
n normal aco”elerationper g of airplane d@ to
curvature of flight path; accelerometer reading
minus component of gravity foroe “ “
P period of oscillation, seconds
q dyhamto pressure
se elevator area’
St tail area
% wing area
a distance in half-chords (2vt/c)
%/2 time required for oscillation to damp to halfamplitude, seconds
.
t tine
u= bv/v
v forward velocity
Av change in forward velocity from trimmed value
w weight of airplane
x “longitudinalforce; posithe forward
Xaocm distance of center of gratity from aerodynamic
center; positive when center of gravtty 1s ahead
of aerodynamic center
z normal foroe; posl-tivedownward -
a angle of attaok
at angle of’attack at tail ,“
“,
— ----—- ._. _ ___ . ..-
deflection or elevator; positive for dowhward
mptlon of tralllng edge
amplitude of elevator oscillation
angle of downwash
control gearing (e*/~e)
I
angle of pitch of airplane
deflection of control stick; positive for forward
motion of stick
complex root of stability equation
real and imaginary parts, respectively, of k
airplane-density parameter (m/p%b )
mass density of air
~~~ene~r Ps g, 5, Da, De, D6,
D2a are used ~s s~{sc%~ts, a derivative is indi-
cated. For example, xv ‘ bX/bV and ChD6 = dCh/dD6.,
Whenever a dot is used above a symbol, it denotes dif-
ferentiation with respect to tim9.
All angles are measured in radians.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
1
Four degrees of freedom - forward speed, angle of
attack, angle of pitch, and elevator deflection - are
generally involved in the problem of control-free sta-
bility- To each degree of freedom, there corresponds an
equation of equilibrium between inertial and aerodynamic
forces or moments. By use of wind axes, the four equa-
tions become, for level flight,
XV AV+~a “ + Xge
+ AV+ Zaa
~AV+~a+M&+M#
HVAV+&a+@+H#
whichoanbe written
L-430 . .“. . .
=rIAf
= lav(ci - 5)
+?@ + M56e+ M&ie= nk@*
In applylngequations(1)to dynamicstability,certainapproximationsmay be made. For
instanoe,dumt-periodoscillations(ofthe order of 1 sec) involvenegligibleohangesIn forward
speed,whiohmay thereforebe negleotedin studyingthe short-periodosoillatians,In fact,the
periodanddamping.of theseoscillationscanbe obtainedto a highdegreeof acouraoyby using
oailythe lastthreeof the equations(1)and setting u = O.
..
. .
Equations(1)thenbeoome
(~+2Aj)a
(%= + ?m.aD +
~.+ (“D. -
i: By setting
it oan be shown
cLa
—+
:+
Cha +
- 2* DEI
1
-“co
‘mD2aq’ + @mDe - 2WC/D)De + (’q+ ‘q@}e , = 0 (2)
a . ao~lt DG = (De)oeht
(referenoe7)thatA must be a rootof a
2h#A
‘nl~ak+
(“M -
The resultingstabilityequationmay be
6e u 6# ht
quarticequa~ionformedby writing
chDg +’- (~z’ + i~)k “6 + C’DGh- is)?
writtenas
-0
(3) ‘
.
where A, B, C, E, and F are functionsof the stabilityderivatlves.
!
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me study Of the effects of different parameters on
the control-free stability’wasmade by a sertea of compu-
tations Por anaver~ge a~rplane”hawing the oharaoterlstios”
given hereinafter. The mu?rent trend toward a positive
floating tendenoy In oontrol-surfaoe design suggests the
US* Of Cut and Chb as the fundamental variables to be
used in expressing stability and control characteristlcs~
The results are presented as a series of figures that show
the relations between C~t and Ch8 which, with the
other derivatives fixed, satisfy the oondltions for neutral
d~amic “stabilityand neutral statio stability.
A curve for neutral dynamic stability is the boundary
dividing the rsgion of Increasing oscillations from the
region of damped oscillations and Is obtained ‘fromRouthls -
disoriminant
The condition for neutral static stability is that
F=O
The stabillty equation (3) has four roots. A pair
of complex roots indicates an oscillatory mode and a real
root f.ndlcatesan aperiodic mode. The real part of the
complex Foot detemlnes the damping; the imaginary part
detetiines the period of the oscillations. More specifi-
cally, “if there is a pair of complex roots “
the period In Seconds Is given by
P ,=&2m.2V ~
and the time in seconds to damp to half amplitude is given
by -
.
- C 0.693
%/2 ‘ 2V g
For an airplane at constant speed, there may be two
oscillatory modes, there may be only one oscillatory mode,
or the motion may be entirely aperlodio. In cases in
which there are oscillatory components, one of the oscilla-
tions may be poorly damped and even become unstable.
—10
The average alr~lane on.which the calculations of
this report ar~ base~ is of conventional design. *-
characterlsttcs of the airplane are
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The.basic stabillt~ derivatives and
from these atrplan6 characteristics
appendix A are
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. 3 .22chat
. . . . 23.2
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parameters of the airplane were varied:
P airplane-density parameter
cIIla control-fixed static-stability parameter
The following parameters of the elevator control ‘system
were varied:
Chat floating tendency
“.
ch6 restoring tendency
ChD6 elevator-damping parameter
—. — ---- -
&J
. .
were
11
moment-of-inertia parameter of elevator about Its
hinge
moment-of-inertia parameter of control stick about
ita hinge
mass-moment parameter of elevator control system
about elemtor hinge
mass-moment parameter of elevator alone about Its
hinge
As has been pointed out, the stability boundaries
plotted, in most cases, In terms of C%+ and Cha
—.
as the variables of the coordinate system. In analyzing
the effects of 13?lcttonin the control system, Chb
and ChD~ were used as the plotted variables in sdme fig-
ures whereas Cha+ ~d Cha were used in others. The
effe~t of the oth;r parameters 1s found by varying the~
one “at a time, through a range of values, and showing for
each parameter a serlea of stability boundaries.
The size of the airplane, together with-wing loading
and altltude, are combined in the parameter V, whlch
Is A variation In p thus could be due to a
*“
variation in size, wing loadlng, or altitude, or any com-
bination of’these. The range of’ values of “~ covered
in the present report together with some typical corre--
sponding values of wing loadlng, altitude, and size are
given In the following table:
v Wing loading Altitude Mean wing chord(lb/sq ft) (ft) (ft)
4.17 ~: Sea level
I
21
12.5 Sea level
40
7
37=5 33,000 7 ..
The range of Cm and the corresponding center-of-gravity
positions are as follows:
c% xamcm -
(fraotion of mean wl.ngchord) .
-:.232
I
-0.05
0
,232 . l 05
.. —
12
. .
\
The ranges of values of the other parameters, for a small
airplane (chord, 7 ft), are as follows:
Moment of inertia of elevator control system
i ‘. (slu.g-ftz)
o 0
t
1.6
3.2
I
h,
Stick force
(lb)
I
I At sea”level I At 33,000 ft
o 0 0
10 37 “ 1+
ChD6 (lb-ft/100 ~ph/deg/soo)
At sea leval I At 33,000 ft
=10
?
.85 1.95
-1oo 5 95 19.5
airpl
STATIC S!I’ABILITYAND RELATION TO CONTROL FORCES
.
The connection between the static stability and the
ane and control parameters is established to assist
in the titerpretation of the results obtained herein-
after. Equations (1) can be applied to static stability
by setting all terms containing D and # equal to
zero and solving the resulting equations simultaneously
for the variation in forward speed with an applied
elevator
zero and
hinge mament. For l~ml flight, 9- 1s 91s0
the resulting equations are
. - .——
13
CLU +
CLa
7 0
C~U + Chaa + Chdbe = ‘Cho
Whe variation of stick force with fractional change in
forward speed is
dFg i! C~qSeCe
Fu = .—= -
d(Al’/v) = 1sru Zsru
If effects of slipstream on the tall are ne lected,
?
Cmu= 0. As shcwn In an~endi.xA, ..Cr,Chu ~ -q. In-
serting these values in the exprassiorifor ~ho/U shows
that Fu Is Independent of forward speed.
The varlatlon of control f’orcewith normal acceler-
ation in a steady pull-up, with no changs assumed in for-
~;~~~s eed (sse reference 8), can be found from equa-
7)2 by equating to zero all terms containing 3
except J)9. This procadu-e implies that the normal ac-
celeration Is due entirely to curvature of the ~light
path LG. The equations become, for an applied tinge
mom9nt,
Chat “(ch=~ + h)DB + C~6e = ‘Cho
.
. .
— —.
--- . . ...-
from TM ch
I.fthe ncmmal acceleration is ng,
.
De = w
2+
and
These f’orrrulasfor Fu and Fn are equivalent to equa-
tion (1) of reference 9 and equetions (27) and (28) of
referenca 10.
The formulas”indicate that the stick-force gradt-
ents Fu ~d Fn are dependent on most of the afore-
mentioned airplane and elevator paramters. Figures 1
to 5 show the variation of these stick-force gradients
with the parameters Cha+, ~ Cma, h,Ch , a~~d p.
The gradients are indepefidentof’speed, although only
within the limits of the assumptions i’tide in the cumlysls,
namely, neglect of power and of compressibility effects.
The gradient Fu can be used to get tha stick l’orcefor
only a small change In forward speed because the stick
force ?.snot directly proportional to the change in speed.
The sttck force In a steady pull-up Fn) however, is
proportional to the normal accsleratlon provided the
control.deflection is not so groat that the basic assump-
tion of’linearity is violated.
The line l?u= O is the boundary for true static
stability - that 1s, Fu = O is the condition for zero
variation In stick force with forward speed in steady
flight. This condition is the same as that obtained by
setting F = 0, where F is the constant term of the
.
.
—,- —
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.s.1.xth-orderstab-tl~-t~ equatlon obtatned from equations (1).
On subsequent figures f~ is ‘“callbdthe divergence boundary.
The line Fn = O is the boundary for apparent statio
(or maneuvering) stabfli@ and is the oondltion:o:h:ero
varl.ation in stick force In a steady pull-up.
unstable side of Fu = O, a slow divergence oocurs that
Is noticed by the pilot as an unstable var~atlon 0$ .
stiok force with forward speed. me stick f’oroedue to
nomal aooelerati.onin a pall-~ is stable, however~
unless the conditions are suoh that the airplane is
operating on the unstable side of Fn = O.
Figures 1 to 5 indicate that the parameters have
the same effect on F,l and Fn exoept that the altitude
affects only Fn. They show that the stick-force gradi-
ents .onan airplane of given tall size and center-of-
gravity position may be increased by making the floatlng
tandenoy mat more positive or by mass unbalsnci~
the elevator control system to depress tho elevator
(make it tailhenvy). The effeot of the restoring tend-
ency C% on the stick-fwrce gradients depends on the
relative positton of the center of gravity am the
aerodynamic center, If the center of gravity is ahead
of the aerodynamic center (airplane stnble with oontrols
fixed), increasing the ma~-ituie of ~ Increases the
stick-fcrcG gradients. If the center of gravity 1s
behind the norod~amlc canter, this effect on Fu @
reversed; the effect on Fn is not reversed, however,
until the center of gravl.ty Is well behind tho aero-
dynamic oentmr (In this case, about 0.050 at sea level
and 0.020 at 30~000 ft). If ~1= = 0~ the stick forces
are independent of the position ~f the airplme oenter
of’gravity.
Increase in altitude will either Irmrecse or decrease
Fn, depending on the hinge-moment parameters. The solid
line in figure 5 Is the 100us of values.of %t and C%
for whloh Fn is independent of altittie. For points
to the left of thts line, En aeoreases with altitudeJ
for points to the right of this line, Fn increases with
. altitude”. This llne is determined by the relation
.- —. —-
1
16
w.hlch,for the case of .flgure5, becomes
..
chat = 1.50 Chd
Another method of increasing the stick-force gradi.- ,
ent In level flight Fu consists In applying a constant
hinge moment to tileelevator by means of a spring or
bungee. The effect of the spring on the gradient Fu
Is due to the derivatiw Chu wkdch depends In the same
way on the constant hinge moment~whether it is caused by
a wei.gt or by a spring. A bungee, which tends to de-
press the elevator, will therefore Increase the stlck-
force gradient in level flight Fu. The affect of the
bungee on the stick-force gradient In accelerated fll@t
Fn will be zero because its action depends solely on
c chsnges h forward sp9ed. Its effbct on the short-
period oscillations will be zero for the same reason.”
DYNAMIC STABILITY
No Friction in Control System
!2hestability of tha short-period oscillations with-
out frlct?on is shown in figures 6 to 11, which also show
the boundaries for true static stabtllty (divergence
“ boundaries). Figure 6 Is an example of a more nearly
complete presentation of the stabillty data than subse-
quent f’i~res because it shows the variation of damping
and period of oscillation with the hinge-moment param-
eters Chat and Chb for certain fixed values of tho
otiherparameters. The damping, which is proportional
to g, increaseslwith tilemagnitude of Ch5. The period,
proportional to -, decreases as Chat increases.
n
Anotier way of presenting this additional stability data
is shown in figure 7, which gives the number of’cycles
the oscillation perfoms before it damps to half ampll-
tude. It is clear from fig~-e 7 that the oscillation
is very well damped unless the restoring tendency Is
close to zero. In this particular case, only one oscil-
latory mode exists. Inasmuch as there are only lihrce
roots In this case (because i2 and tl= 0), the othor
root is alwa s real and 1s of no particular significance
zin dynamic s ability. In cases In which an additional
oscillatory mode exists, it is.always stable.
.. . .
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The effect of oenter-of-gratity position on the
-.
““st~bllltj&f the short-period osoilla’tfionaIs-shown in .
figure 8. The shift in the dynamic-stabilityboundary,
for the comparatively large shift in oenter of gravity
shown, Is praotloally negligible.o ManT of the subse-quent figures, in which zero static stability Is assumed
Y to facilitate computation, therefore are valid for air-
planes having a margin of static stability
The effeot of moment of inertia of the elevator
control system on the dynamic stability I.sshown in fig-
ure 9, which gives typical values of the moment of
inertia. The effect ts slightly destabilizing especially
f’orhigh values of Cbt l !Rm destabllizhg effect of
the moment of inertia of the elevator Is greater than that
of the mment of inertia of the control stick. Because
the accuracy gained by includlng moment of Inertia is
small compared with the saving in labor gained by neg-
lecting it, moment of inertia of the elevator control
system was set equal to zero In the subsequent caloula-
tlon. As a result, the stabillty equation beoomes a
cubic and subsequent figures are somewhat unconserva-
tive.
The effect of density parameter p on the d~amlc
stabillty is shown in figure 10. Increase of p has a
slight destabilizing effect.
As has been shown, mass unbalance of the elevator
control system improves the static stability (fig. 4).
The effect on dynamic stability is unfavorable, however,
as shown In figure 11. The value of r,assunbalance
shown corresponds to a bobweight that is located at the
airplane center of gravity and requires a balancing pull
of 37 pounds on the control stick of a pursutt airplane
at sea level. Increasing oscillations occur if the
aerodynamic balance 1s too high (low magnitudes of Chb)s
espeolally for negative values Of C%.
The effect of’the location of the bobweight is shown .
in figure 12. Each curve represents a different arrange-
ment of bobwelghts and all arrangements give the same
stick force. The solid line corresponds to a weight at
the airplane center of gravity (for practical purposes,
at the oontrol stick). The short-dash line corresponds
to a weight at the elevator.
- The long-dash line corre-
sponds to two weights - one at the elevator, wh5ch tends
I
—- . . . . . . ..— -- —
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to make it noseheavy; the other at the control stick, whloh
gives the elevator a sufficiently powerful tailheavy ~oment
that the resultant stick force is the same as with the
single weight. Ih the particular case represented, the
noseheavy moment due to.the weight at the elevator Is
equal to the tallheavy moment due to both weights. Moving
the single weight from the control stick to the elevator
has a large destabilizing effect. Overbalancing-the
elevator tihflethe stick force is kept coflstanthas a con-
siderable stabilizing effect. This method of’preventing
instability has the dlsad.vantage,however, of increasiWj
the total amount of unbalancing weight req-uired. .In the
case shown, the wetght Is Increased to three times its
original size. Another disadvantage Is the rearward shift
In center of gravity of the whole airplane due to addi-
tional weight at the elevator. (S99 airplane parameters
given In ‘%lethodof Analysis.”) The destabilizing effect
of the increased moment of Insrtia associated with the
added weights was found to be very small, “especiallyfor
negatim floating tendency.
Effect of Viscous Friction In Control System
In the preceding section, a constmt value of the
elevator-dar@ng parameter chD6 was assumed. ThiS
value was due only to aerodwmic damping. The effects
of VISCOUS friction in the elev~tor control system are
obtained by considering c?l~~ as an additional variable.
~is variable can be introduced, es in the preceding sec-
tion, by showing & series of’boundaries in the Chat%a
plane for various values of chD6 l The general nature
of the effect of’frlctlon is shown first, however, by
presenting boundaries in ths Ch5ChDb plane with Chat ..
constant and some other parameter varied. This method
of presenthg stability boundaries makes it easier to
show the effects of other parameters such as alralane
center-of-gravity position and density ‘!:henfriction is
introduced.
The ef’feetof VISCOUS friction on the dynamic sta-
bilit
$
, for various conditions, is shown in figures 13
and 1 for p = 12.5 ~d P= 37.5, respectively.
Figures 13(a) and ~(a) refer to the.mass-balanced “
elevator control system; figures 13(b) and 14(b) refer to
the tallheavy elevator control system considered in the
1-
. .
premding secktOn. It is shown that, if the
‘%
rplillge
“oenterof gravity is ahead of a oertaln point,
Instability “caused“bythe uubalanwed elevator osn be
removed by addtng VZSOOUS frictlon to the oontrol system.
This oritloal oenter-of-gravity position is behind the
aerodmo oenter, - its dlstanoe from the aerod~~lo
oenter deoreases as the density parameter p increasesP
When the oenter of gravity 1s behind this oritioal posi-
tion, visooua friction has a destabilizing effeot. These
Oppostte effeots of vlsooua friotlon are shown in the
~ w ?l=e in flgwes 15 and 16. ~ the oenter
of ‘&avity is sllghtly ahead of this cmitioal position$
tk effect of vlsoous friotion depends on its msgnittie
and also on the value of C%. The addition of a small
amount of viscous friotion 1= destaMlizlng but larger
amounts are stabilizing. If th aerodynamic balance is
sufficiently high (@ s O) and the VISCOUS friotion
lies in a oertain rang6, Increasing oscillations will
Oocurc In figure u(b), for example, if ~oo. = -0.OIC
aril C% = -0.05, the osoillations wI1l be unstable when
the elevator-damping paramter is in the r
Y
e from -2.5
to -76. If Cm is more negative than -0.0 6, no
amount of elevator damping osn cause increasing oacil-
Iations. As the center of gravity moves forward, the
destabilizing effect of elevator danplng becomes less ah’
fimlly disappears.
The effect of the densi
z
parameter w osn be seen
by oomparlng figures 13 and !lhe critical c3enter-of-
gravlty position approaches td aerodynamlo oenter as K
inoreases, when w = I-2.5, elevator damping always has
a stabilizing effeot provided ~Oo O is positive. When
= 37.5, elevator dypl#g may be destakdlising o~r a
PositlveTo.050).
~~11 ra ~ of ~D8 ~ even when % 00
l
When the center of gravity is slightly ahead of the
afore-mentioned oritlcal position (which is bebind the aero-
dynamic oenter), the oondltlons under which elevator “
damping may cause dynamio instahllity may be advantageously
represerxtqdin the ~~ .pkne~ If a series of sta-
bility boundaries are drawn in that plane for various
values of elevator dmqing, they WI11 all be oonfined to a
%inoe this report was written, this point has been
d6found to be where ~ = O somtlnws oalled the sttok-fixed
-u=r point.
.— .-— — .—----
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region bounded by a line that wI1l be called the boundary
of omplete dampl~. An illustration of two methods of
constructing th$s boundary is given in figure 17. U’.a
. series of boundaries in the Chate% plane are drawn for
varlousivalues of the damping, the common tangent of all
these curves is the boundary for cdmplete damping. This
boundary can also be drawn by plotting the minimum values
Or. C@ obtained from plots of the type shown in figm:
urea 13 and 14 against corresponding values of chat“
me region In the Chatcha plane between the boundaries
for”cornpletedamping &d increasing oscillations Is the
region where the addition of viscous”frietlon to the
elevator control s~tem may cause dynamic instability.
That a boundary for complete damping cannot be shown
for p = 12.5 if the airplane Is statically neutral or
stable (Xa.o. h zeroor positive) may be seen from
figure 13. It is-possible, hotiever,to show a boundary
for complete damping under these conditions for w = 37.5.
F@x?e 18 shows these boundaries for Xaacm = O and for ,
the oritical value xa.c. = -0.017c, for both a mass-
balanced.elevator and a mass-unbalanced elevator. Ths
boundaries for Increasing oscillations ~d divergence are
also shown. For the case of the mass-balanced elevator
(h = O), the boundary for complete damping is a straight
line through the origin and therefore corresponds to a
fixed ratio of the floating and restoring tendencies, or
floating ratio. fllevatorlass unbalance decreases the
region of complete damptng.
~E~fect of Solid Friction in Zlevator Control System
.The boundary for complete damping has an important
bearing-on the effect of solid friction on dynamic sta-
bility. In order to calculate this ef’feet,tlhesolid
friction is replaced by an equivalent viscous friction that
would dissipate energy at the same rate. TMs condition
gives an equivalent
for a sinusoidal motion of
and angular frequency q.
(4)
the elevator”with -plittiOrX
.—
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It can be shown that If VISOOUS frlctton 1s desta-
blll”zing;HS In figures 16 to 18, solid frlotlon may lead
to steady oscillations having.an amplitude proportional
to the amount of friction. Suppose an oscillation Is
started with amplitude and frequency whtch result In an
equivalent chD~ that would oause Increasing oscilla-
tions. Let this condition be represented by point 2 in
figure 19. The amplltude of the osoillatlons would then
increase until the equlvaletit ChD~ decreased to the
value that would result in neutrally-damped oscillations,
represented by point 3 in figure 19. If the Initial
amplitude Is so low,that the equivalent viscous friction
is in the stable regl.on,as shown by point 1, the oscil-
lations will die out completely. If the Initial ampll-
tude is so high that the oscillations are stable, repre-
sented by point 4, the amplitude will decreuse until it
reaches a constant value, when the equivalent ChN iS
again represented by point 3. ‘me Value of ch=b Ett
point 3 then determines the amplitude of the_steady
oscillations. By solving formula (~) for 6, the
amplitude of the steady oscillation is obtained as
where ~ and
~lqyj are the values at point 3. !l!hls
formula shows that the amplitude is prop~rtional to the
amount of solid friction.
The foregoing analysis shows that the regton In the
c~tch~ plane between the boumlary for Inoreaslng oscil-
lations and the boundary for complete damping is the
region where steady oscillations may occmr because of the
.influence of solld friction In the control system. All
the remarks in the preceding section concerning the
boundary for complete damping with viscous friction conse-
quently apply to the boundary for staady oscillations with
solid friction, Inasmuoh as these two boundaries are the
same~ within the limlts of the assumptions tivolved in the
use bf the concept of equivalent viscous frlotion. Steady
oscillations due to solid friction will not occur on a
staticall neutral or stable airplane, for instance, un-
less 1s.very large (corresponds to a high altitude).
Even i: that case, the possibility of steady oscillations
exists only for a comparatively small range of floating
ratios. If the airplane is statically unstable by a
22
suffi.clent amount, however, steady oscillation may exist
over the entire range of floatlng ratio.
Some calculations of the amplitude of the steady
oscillations, expressed in terms of normal acceleration
per unit frictional force as felt at the control stick,
were made by the method of appendix B. The results are
presented in figure 20, which shows lines of constant
amplitude in the ch(@6 plane for an airplane with
the center of gravity-at the critical position referred
to in the preceding section. Steady osoillatlons w1ll
therefore occur throughout the entire region where
stability exists in the absence of friction. The ampli-
tude is smallest for high values of C% combined with
high values of Chb .
C@lJCLVDINGW!WRKS
The stick-free static stability of a conventional
airplane may be improved by making the elevator floating
tendency more positive or by mass-unbalancing the elevator
control system to make the elevator tailheavy. In-
creasing the restoring tendency also has a favorable ef-
fect provided the airplane is stable with stick fixed.
If the restoring tendency is zero, the stick-free static
stability is independent of’airplane center-of-gravity
position.
The dynamic stability with frictionless controls
depends chiefly on the restcring tendency Cha and on
the mass balance of the elevator control system. If thb
elevator control system ls mass unbalanced (elevator made
tailheavy) by an offset weight at the control stick and
if the restoring tendency is too low, increasi~ short-
period oscillations may result. This condition can be
remedied by the use of two additional wei~hts - one at the
elevator makiw it nosehsavy, the other at the control
stick making the elevator sufficiently tailheavy that the
combined effect gives the elevator the desired amount of
tailheaviness.
The addition of viscous friction to the control
system will prevent dynamic instability provided the air-
plane center of’gravity is forward of a critical position.
which is behind the aerodyna?niccenter and approaches it
— .-
/
. .
as the value of the density
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parameter u tncreasea. If
‘- thg”airplane’center of gra~ty is behtnd~orttioal
posltlon, VISCOUS friction will have a dest~bllizlng ef~
feat, no matter .whqtthe hinge.-momentparameters are.
If the center of gravity Is slightly ahead @f the crltl-
cal posltlon, VISCOUS friction may be destabtltzing for a
‘ “~Wlted. range of values of.VISCOUS friction and the hlnge-
moment parameters. A low rss.toringtendency and a high
positive floating tendency wIZ1 tend.:bocause this dy=
namic instability. When v 1s very Iar@ (him alti-
tude), this condition of steady oscillations can occur
even If the center.o“f.gratityis ahead of the aerodynamlo
... .
center. ..- . ,.
The presence of solid frlctlon in the control system
may causk short-period %tead~ Oscillations under the
conditions for which viscoub friction is destabilizing.
The amplitude of the os~i.llati.ons:s proportional to the
amount of friction present.
-.. ..
. .
..” .:.. .
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. APPENDIX A
.. .. .::.% #. . . .,,. :.. .d..
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..... ... .. ....
... ..:.
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..
.,
., :””., .,.,. . . .
.WALUAWOB ‘oF:.“~TABILI~-.DER~VATIVES
.,,.,” .,.
.. .. . . -J. ”
.:”” .,+ ....
. . . . . ... .. . .
.. ..
. .
“ %p~ivatlve ;~ui~-The.tot~~ hi~e. moment.acting
-6. ” . ..
. . .
. .
,. ‘on the elevator
...? . .... . .
., ...
... ...
.
.. . . ~...
.H =
.. ..“..
... . ... . . ... ,..Hv .=,
may be expres,sedas
,.
.“
. .
(Ch<- + Ch&@e]~p@sece + -Hog
-.. . ...
.. .
..” . At .~~~ . ~“ =.0,t~e~efore,. “ ‘: “,
. . .
. ... . .. . .
,.
~.Hog ~’. .““
Cha$+ chb~ ‘-- -. ..
~ ?Se Ce - “
2P
. . . .
,Ho 2Hog
.. Hv=’
--PVSeCe. ‘.- ~ ““
“ 1 V%ece..“ . 2P .. “,”...: . -
.“ ..
2Hv 4Hog
=—
pVSeCe
= -=
hPSecec
lf ‘0 = T’
Derivative c~. - The parameter Cm= may be ob-
tained from wind-tunnel measurements or, J.fthe position
of the aerodynamic center of the complete airplane 1s
known, may be calculated by the formula
I
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-( >at St“ C% + CLtat~ ~Cma=. a.o. ... ..””--
.. -’.”
...m - :. “
,. ~“c. : ;.: ”:”-. . .
where
. . . .. ...” .“. :
-at .“”. ::.-” .-. “ :“. .. “ “ ;-
—=1’”- ~a ,: . .“’ ,“”:”,,
a .“,
.,
Derivatives cm -i+: TM.?”,-:.det?l+atives
aqdm,Cm=2a arisa because of.the lag between the
1dmnge in -gie ‘-ofa’ttack.atthe”M@. and t-.he’.ccmro-
.spondlng”downwash at the tall* It.1sassumed that the
downwash at any Instant t depends on the angle of
.-
. . :Lh. . ,’ .“..””
attack ,a.tthe instant’ t .-~, thm differknc-ebei%~”the
,. ,.
time required for the a~~ to.Icovefr”omtliev)$ri,$W “the
tall. If a = f(t),...thl.qre,l,atic?nmay be expressed
as ,,. ..
c = C= f(t - At)
“....
where . . .
-“-.-“.- ..:.
..
.!
....
tt ‘= L@
‘Now,” .“. .*. . . “ , ..’. . “: .-
.. . . . .. . ..%
. .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . ... . . .. .
.“
f(t - At] = f(t) - At”ff(t)+’””~. ~f’(t).“
.. .
l m,
...
l
( ... ..-,,‘fD2a -...c =Caa-Zh Da+—.“,:. .. r.”: 2.$I.. ‘)
and, because at = a - c,
~.( r..; .L .J:. -...Xh2at =a~-C. aa-Zh Da+ ).=Na - ...
.......
.:., .’
.-
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.. I ..
and .. .. . .. .
at = a(l - ia) +
The part of the
uted by the tail 1s
~.
. . ... .
.
..
. .
,“ zh2
Eazh Da - CUT
pltch$ng-moment
....
z~ St
Cm =
“Ltat~.~t. ~ . “
.. ... ... .. . . ...
[
. . . . . .
. .
z; St
-.,
= -CLtJ
-— a(l - Ca) + c~th
at”2.sw . . :
#a+ . . .
ooeffi.clent contrib-
. . ..
The lag effectively introduces.derlv~tlves %l~a)..“.::--.fi
. . . ..” . .
Cq#a,. •~”. “. The first two of these derivatives are
Zh2q~~. . . . .:P
“mDa’= ‘cLtat~ ~ a “
and . . .,
Zh3 ~C
= CLtat~ ~ aCm&a
. . . ..
Derivatives Chas chDa~ and Ch .- The.derlva-
tiV9S chq., ChDa, ?nd. ch~a. may b.:obtained from
... ..
Ch = Ch ~tat . ..
. . .,. .. - -.. . .
a$’
zh2
= Ch - ~a)a + Ch
at~azh Da - Ch Ea ~ Maat
.
. . .
....
which @V8S
. .
.
. Cha = Chat(l - ca)
..,.
chDa = chat~ath
.. .. t ..
zh2
chD2a = -c~tcy
.If
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Derlvatlv9 - ‘me pltchlng moment gue tQ
~ltoh~ng is made up of pqrts due to propeller,.wing,
fuselage, and horizontal tall. The contribution of the
tall is by farmt~e largest and.can easily be calculated.
It=the airplane Is rotating with.angular velo~lty b,
the Ino.rease.lnangle of attack at’the.tail is Lh$.,
which results In an Increased lift on the tall given (In
q~.qff.icientfo~.) by . .:
l
cLt ‘CLt %l~,c
at
. . .,
The resultant pitching-moment coefficient Is
~ St
c~= —.—=‘CLtc ~
-.
. .
and expressing e as
..
.:
.,
J%
—
c
St
G.
.
The contribtitionof the whg”depends on the assumed
axis of rotaticn (centerof gravlty)but a fair average
value will be obtained by assuming.that the center of
gravity is at the wing quarter-chord point. This as-
sumption &ives a value . .
. .
.
The total pitching-moment coefficient due to pitching
therefore is
Zh2 St
c~& ——. -f ‘cLtat2 ~
—
., .
. .
: Derivat.lve ~Q.- The derivative cm6 may “be
measured directly in a wlnd”timnel or mAy be computed
from wind-tunnel data on the valus of CLt5 for the ..
““h~rl~ontal tatl by means of the fbrml.da .
I n
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DeTivative cm~a”s-‘The:del?lvatlve CmD6 may be mm-
. . . .
puted from
cfiD5=;[~$)A+cLta~%~>~;” ‘
where
@j!fiand(%jB” “
may be obtained from figure 1
of reference 11, which is based on thin-wing
theory.
12erjvative Ch3~.- The derivatiw ChDg
by
potential-flow
is given
In the absence of viscous friction In the elevator con-
trol system, the value of ChD5 may be computed from
(Al)Ch,fi ‘[$): cLf@(*)&
(dch~ ()?)Chwhere —\bD6~ and EB may be obtained from figure 1
of reference 11.
If n dashpot, which has a damping constant of
K pounds per foot per second and moves a distance of Q feet
per radian of elevator deflection, is Inserted In the con-
trol system,
(A2)
The tctal value of chD5 Is the sum of equations (Al)
and (A2)0
Derivatives Chat me der>’vatives Chatand ch~.- .
and Ch6 can be calculated by thin-wing~section theory
but the results are of doubtfti.acg.uracybecause of three-
dlmensional and boundary-layer effects. It Is therefore
best to obtain these derivative? from.wind-tunnel tests.
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.1:. CA14XLATIOtiQF NORIWL ACC~\ATTbE”OD~ TO GSCIILAtiNGELEVATOR ‘“‘-
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. ...
~e nirmai ~c61eratioq of the airplane$ whhh Is oqua.1to D(a -9 ) in non-
dimensionalU?nfts$can be oalculctbdfrom “ .
. .
where ~ 1s the regular frequenoyof the elevator.
..
.
. .
The fra~tlonin equation (~) oan be reduced to an ordimg complex. nuniber ... “
:.
. .
“.. .
. .
where ~D5 .is ‘thevhue of clevctor da@ing required for the conditionof neutral
d~alktc stability. . .
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